fiat doblò Maxi

F-Style One

EUROPEAN
TYPE APPROVAL

Wide and comfortable travel space
Lightweight foldable ramp
OEM-Like finishes and accessories
Top-class safety and ease-of-use
Ideal for Taxi companies

The italian WAV concept
VERSATILE
The Fiat Doblò Maxi conversion by the Focaccia Group is easily the
most stylish product available to the market and is suitable for families,
associations and busy Taxi companies alike. Thanks to the F-Style One
lowered floor conversion each element is carefully designed to give
maximum space and comfort to everyone in the vehicle.
SPACIOUS
The F-Style One conversion accomodates the wheelchair user in style
alongside up to 5 seated passengers. The rear double bench seat can be
simply folded to create even more space for luggage.
ELEGANT
Safety, design and comfort are the first considerations of the F-Style One
conversions with close attention to detail of the smallest part. Elegant
L.E.D. lighting, stylish but convenient handrails, a top quality hi tech floor
and Italian interior design of the ABS trims prefectly complement those
of the original OEM finish. The unique design and exclusive style of the
Fiat Doblò by the Focaccia Group will grab the attention of anyone that
sees it.
SAFETY
Safety is the one consideration never compromised in a Focaccia
designed product. The Doblò F-Style One has been compehensively
tested in accordance with EU Directive 2007/43/CE in the UK.

The Genius Ramp can be easily installed, as an option, into the Fiat Doblò Maxi F-Style
One. The simple styling allows the ramp to be folded flat inside the vehicle re-creating
the original floor level.
The conversion will allow greater flexibility of the internal space from the wheelchair
user to luggage and packages when used in another configuration.

F-WINCH Another possible addition to the accessories
included into the vehicle is the F-Winch. The revolutionary
electric winch, designed and manufactured by the Focaccia
Group in Italy, takes the strain off the carer and allows
the wheelchair to be safely and securely stowed inside
the vehicle. Operated and controlled by either a wired
or wireless remote control, the F-Winch self adjust both
acceleration and operational speed for maximum safety
and peace of mind for the wheelchair user.
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Usable Internal Height 1410 mm / 1450 mm
Access Height 1455 mm
Ramp dimension 1330 mm x 780 mm
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Configurations and technical specs

Extra space for luggage can be obtained by
folding the rear bench.
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HOMOLOGATION The Focaccia Group’s homologation department is in direct contact with the main OEM companies and with the Italian Ministry
of Transport, guaranteeing compliance with the European standards and safety criteria of the original vehicle.
WARRANTY The Focaccia Group conversions are covered by 24 months warranty on manufacturing defects. Authorized Service Partners are available
all over Europe to guarantee a timely and efficient service.
SERVICE The Focaccia Group provides an efficient Technical Service open from Monday to Friday from 8:00 to 12:30
and from 14:00 to 17:30. You can contact us by e-mail service@focaccia.net or by phone +39 (0)544 20 23 44.
A specialized technician will take care of your inquiries.
Images shown are illustrative and for promotional purposes. Colors, shapes, dimensions and equipment may differ from those here indicated.
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